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The Tata Group has announced the launch of the 11th edition of 'Tata Building India School Essay
Competition' - a national level programme targeted to reach out to nearly four million students, from 8500
plus schools spread across 200 plus cities. The theme for this year's competition is 'Global Warming and
Climate Change'.
The essay competition will be held in 13 languages - English, Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Marathi,
Kannada, Oriya, Telugu, Malayalam, Punjabi, Assamese and Urdu. For the first time, the competition
encourages young leaders to showcase their expressions in writing on various subjects of national
importance.
Started in 2006 as an English language essay contest, the Tata Building India School Essay Competition is
organised every year to motivate and nurture young minds across India and encourage them to think on the
lines of nation building. The pan India platform allows the youth of the nation to express their views and
suggestions on subjects of national importance.
Additionally, Tata ClassEdge, (a technology-enabled holistic instructional solution) will conduct the Tata
Building India Essay Competition in their select partner schools. The 2016-17 competition will be conducted
across the country from Jammu to Tirunelveli and Guwahati to Rajkot.
Speaking about the competition, Atul Agrawal, senior vice president, corporate affairs, group corporate
communications, Tata Services Limited, said, "It is encouraging to witness the growing number of
participants every year who bring with them fresh thoughts and perspectives on issues that impact the
nation and society. This year's theme on global warming and climate change is relevant and through this
platform to share ideas we hope to build on the nation-wide creativity to seed and drive a wave of positive
change."
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The Tata Group has announced the launch of the 11th edition of 'Tata Building India School Essay
Competition' - a national level programme targeted to reach out to nearly four million students, from 8500
plus schools spread across 200 plus cities. The theme for this year's competition is 'Global Warming and
Climate Change'.The essay competition will be held in 13 languages - English, Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati,
Tamil, Marathi, Kannada, Oriya, Telugu, Malayalam, Punjabi, Assamese and Urdu. For the first time, the
competition encourages young leaders to showcase their expressions in writing on various subjects of
national importance.Started in 2006 as an English language essay contest, the Tata Building India School
Essay Competition is organised every year to motivate and nurture young minds across India and
encourage them to think on the lines of nation building.
The pan India platform allows the youth of the nation to express their views and suggestions on subjects of
national importance.Additionally, Tata ClassEdge, (a technology-enabled holistic instructional solution) will
conduct the Tata Building India Essay Competition in their select partner schools. The 2016-17 competition
will be conducted across the country from Jammu to Tirunelveli and Guwahati to Rajkot.Speaking about the
competition, Atul Agrawal, senior vice president, corporate affairs, group corporate communications, Tata
Services Limited, said, "It is encouraging to witness the growing number of participants every year who
bring with them fresh thoughts and perspectives on issues that impact the nation and society. This year's
theme on global warming and climate change is relevant and through this platform to share ideas we hope
to build on the nation-wide creativity to seed and drive a wave of positive change.".
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The Tata group announces the launch of the 11th edition of Tata Building India School Essay Competition.
The theme for this year is 'Global Warming and Climate Change'.The competition is conducted in two
categories - Junior level for Classes 6-8 and Senior level for Classes 9-12. The essay will be evaluated at
three levels: School, City and National.
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